Title: INCORPORATION OF NANOPARTICLES IN COMPOSITE FIBERS

Abstract: A method includes a providing a molten glass fiber core and disposing a plurality of nanoparticles that include a transition metal oxide on the molten glass fiber core at or above the softening temperature of the glass fiber core, thereby forming a nanoparticle-laden glass fiber. The plurality of nanoparticles are embedded at the surface of said glass fiber core. A method includes providing a mixture of molten glass and a plurality of nanoparticles. The plurality of nanoparticles includes a transition metal. The method further includes forming nanoparticle-laden glass fibers, in which the plurality of nanoparticles are embedded throughout the glass fibers.

Figure 1
INCORPORATION OF NANOPARTICLES IN COMPOSITE FIBERS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of priority to U.S. Provisional Application Serial No.: 61/230,993, filed August 3, 2009, the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by this reference.

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT

[0002] Not applicable.

BACKGROUND AND FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0003] The present invention generally relates to fibers, more specifically to modified glass fibers that streamline processing steps for incorporation into composite materials.

[0004] Many composite materials include micro-scale fibers as reinforcing elements in a binding matrix. Multiscale composites have been prepared which incorporate carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in these traditional composite materials. One method for incorporation of CNTs into the composite involves doping the matrix with CNTs. However, there are limitations in the amount of CNTs which can be added to the matrix due to viscosity increases. Moreover, such methods often do not control CNT alignment which further prevents the multiscale composite from realizing the full potential of CNT incorporation.

[0005] Another method for incorporation of CNTs into a multiscale composite involves applying CNTs onto the fiber surface, by either direct or indirect synthesis, prior to introducing the fibers into the matrix. This can be achieved by either placing a catalyst material on the fiber surface and growing CNTs from the deposited catalyst, or using a floating catalyst to both synthesize and deposit CNTs on the fiber surface. Both methods result in improved alignment of CNTs, while increasing the overall amount of CNTs in the final composite. However, additional process steps are used to improve interfacial properties between CNTs and catalyst particles with the fiber surface. Without these
steps, poor adhesion between these interfaces can result in lower than expected performance.

[0006] A method that reduces the overall complexity of the growth process as well as improves the interfacial properties of CNT-Catalyst-Surface would be beneficial. The present invention satisfies these needs and provides related advantages as well.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] The present invention provides compositions that incorporate CNT growth catalyst particles in fibers at the fiber manufacturing level resulting in a reduction of process steps when growing the CNTs and incorporating the functionalized fibers into composite matrices. In some embodiments the catalyst is disposed throughout the fiber, including a portion exposed at the fiber surface. In some embodiments, the catalyst is exposed at the fiber surface and is present to a certain depth around a core portion of the fiber. In such embodiments, the core itself is substantially devoid of catalyst particles.

The present invention also provides methods for making the fibers that incorporate CNT growth catalyst particles.

[0008] In some aspects, embodiments disclosed herein relate to a method that includes providing a molten glass fiber core and disposing a plurality of nanoparticles that include a transition metal oxide on the molten glass fiber core at or above the softening temperature of the glass fiber core. The method provides a nanoparticle-laden glass fiber, in which the plurality of nanoparticles are embedded at the surface of the glass fiber core.

[0009] In some aspects, embodiments disclosed herein relate to a method that includes providing a mixture of molten glass and a plurality of nanoparticles. The nanoparticles include a transition metal. The method further includes forming nanoparticle-laden glass fibers, in which the plurality of nanoparticles are embedded throughout the glass fibers.

[0010] Methods of the invention can be employed to manufacture various articles including, CNT-infused fibers, chopped strand mats incorporating nanoparticles, which can serve for downstream CNT synthesis, and higher order composite materials that include the nanoparticles and/or CNTs grown from these nanoparticles.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] In the following description, reference is made to the accompanying Figure that forms a part thereof, and in which are shown by way of illustration specific embodiments in which the invention may be practiced. It is to be understood that other embodiments may be utilized and changes may be made without departing from the scope of the present invention.

[0012] Figure 1 shows an apparatus for drawing glass fibers.

[0013] Figure 2A shows molten glass with catalyst particles placed on the surface of a molten glass core. Catalyst particles are exposed at the fiber surface.

[0014] Figure 2B shows molten glass with catalyst particles throughout the entire structure of glass fiber, including a portion of the catalyst exposed at the fiber surface.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0015] The present invention is directed, in part, to methods that facilitate carbon nanotube (CNT) growth on glass fiber substrates by embedding CNT growth catalyst nanoparticles (CNT NPs) during the fiber manufacturing process. The resultant CNTs are well anchored to the glass fibers via mechanically and/or chemically locked CNT NPs, enhancing the interfacial properties of the CNTs with the fiber to which they are attached. In accordance with current manufacturing methods known in the art, two methods are typically used to improve the overall interfacial properties of CNTs to glass fiber substrates. One method involves etching the fiber surface to promote mechanical interlocking of catalyst particles with the surface. Etching can be achieved by either wet chemical or plasma (ion) based processes. While the result of etching is similar to the present invention, the degree of mechanical interlocking can be less effective than an embedded catalyst of the present invention, which is in better continuous conformal contact with the fiber as a result of being incorporated during fiber manufacture. Furthermore, etching processes inherently add surface roughness that provides crack initiation sites on the fiber surface. Consequently, etching can degrade the fiber material.

[0016] Another method in the art employed for improving particle to fiber substrate adhesion is chemical functionalization. This involves introducing chemically active sites on the fiber that can bond with both the fiber and the CNT NPs surface. These chemical
bonds provide a path for mechanical load transfer. Functionalization is also a product of wet chemical and plasma (ion) based properties, although various functional groups are added or created by doping solutions or plasma streams with particular species. Functionalization is a technique in which some chemical moieties can be introduced without causing damage to the fiber surface. Functionalization methods that promote adhesion between a metal and an organic surface are particularly beneficial, albeit currently few in number. Examples of functionalization that promote fiber metal adhesion include, amine, carboxyl, carbonyl, hydroxyl, fluorine, nitrates, phosphates, sulfates, and silanes. Chemical functionalization can lead to inconsistencies in functional group distribution on fiber surfaces. Methods of the present invention obviate the need for functionalization chemistry, thus avoiding any surface inconsistencies.

[0017] The present invention overcomes the aforementioned shortcomings by incorporating CNT NPs in glass fibers at the fiber manufacturing level. The methods reduce process steps and cost in the generation of CNT-infused fibers and their subsequent incorporation in composite materials. Embedding of CNT NPs in the fiber improves the effective load transfer between the CNT NPs and the fiber surface. When CNT NPs are incorporated during the fiber manufacturing process, this CNT NPs are embedded along the entire fiber surface, providing a uniform coating of nanoparticles and consequently uniform CNT growth. These embedded CNT NPs provide more efficient means of transferring load since the CNT NPs are integrated directly into the glass fiber surface. The overall process for synthesizing the CNTs on a glass fiber surface is also simplified by incorporating CNT growth catalysts at the fiber manufacturing level. Moreover, efficient coverage of individual filaments can be achieved more readily when manufacturing glass rovings as compared to applying CNT NPs to a tightly packed pre-fabricated roving.

[0018] The CNT NPs can be added to the glass fiber at the site of a bushing exit, as indicated in Figure 2A, in a glass fiber making apparatus (exemplified in Figure 1). As commonly practiced in the art, fibers exiting a bushing can be rapidly cooled using water jets. In some embodiments, the CNT NPs can be included in the cooling water and applied to the fiber as part of the cooling process. In other embodiments, the CNT NPs can be disposed on the fibers immediately prior to subjecting the nascent fibers to the water cooling jets. One skilled in the art will recognize that rapid cooling of the newly
formed fibers aids in maintaining an amorphous glass structure. Therefore, when applying CNT NPs just prior to exposure to the water cooling jets, the distance from the bushing exit to the CNT NP deposition to the water cooling jets can be quite small.

[0019] Alternatively, CNT NPs can be added to a molten glass mixture as the fibers are formed through the bushing. In some such embodiments, the CNT NPs can be added to the molten glass just prior to passing through the bushing in the forehearth, as described further below and shown in Figures 1 and 2B. By adding the nanoparticles to the molten mixture as the fibers are pulled, the CNT NPs are prevalent on the fiber surface, although some CNT NPs can be present throughout the entire glass fiber structure. In order to protect the integrity of the CNT NPs, in some embodiments they are coated with a protective layer of alumina or other porous ceramic coating. When employing such coatings reagent access to the CNT NPs in downstream CNT growth should be accommodated.

[0020] Regardless of whether the CNT NPs are introduced before or after the bushing, the CNT NPs embedded on the surface of the fiber can be mechanically infused to the surface. In some embodiments, the embedded CNT NPs can also be chemically bonded to the fiber as well. Such bonding can include silicon oxygen metal bridging bonds when employing CNT NPs in oxide form. Through mechanical and/or chemical infusion the nanoparticles can remain anchored to the glass fiber during CNT growth and consequentially can provide an effective transfer of mechanical properties from the CNTs to the fiber.

[0021] Finally, although embodiments disclosed herein are made with reference to glass fibers, given the teachings and guidance provided herein, one skilled in the art will recognize the ability to apply these teachings to other fiber types including carbon, ceramic, metal, and organic fibers. In the case of polyacrylonitrile (PAN) carbon fibers, for example, the CNT NPs can be incorporated throughout the polyacrylonitrile fibers during their synthesis. When the graphitization process is used to convert the PAN to carbon fibers, the CNT NPs are "artifacts" that remain. Consequently, the CNT NPs are mechanically interlocked in the carbon fiber surface which can improve the interfacial properties between the CNT and the carbon fiber surface in a manner similar to that described for glass fiber substrates.
As used herein, the term "molten" refers to a state in which a glass material can be deformed and/or the surface is malleable. The temperature in the molten state can be above the softening point, for example. The "softening point" is used in a manner consistent with its use in the art to describe the equivalent of a melting point for an amorphous glass structure.

As used herein, the term "transition metal" refers to any element or alloy of elements in the d-block of the periodic table. The term "transition metal" can also include lanthanide and actinide elements in the f-block as well.

As used herein, the term "transition metal oxide" refers to any element or alloy of elements in the d-block of the periodic table in any oxide form. For example, iron oxide can be iron (II) or iron (III) oxide. The term "transition metal oxide" can also include oxide forms of the lanthanide and actinide elements in the f-block.

As used herein, the term "nanoparticle" or NP (plural NPs), or grammatical equivalents thereof refers to particles sized between about 0.1 to about 100 nanometers in equivalent spherical diameter, although the NPs need not be spherical in shape.

Transition metal NPs, in particular, serve as catalysts for further CNT growth on the glass fiber materials.

As used herein, the term "embedded," when used in reference to NPs on glass fiber refers to the placement of NPs at least partially within the glass fiber structure. It also includes NPs that are fully contained within the glass fiber structure. NPs embedded in glass fibers have improved conformal contact with the glass fiber compared to NPs deposited on a roughened glass surface, such as might be obtained by plasma roughening.

As used herein, the term "sizing," or "sizing agent," or "fiber sizing agent," refers collectively to materials used in the manufacture of glass fibers as a coating to protect the integrity of glass fibers, provide enhanced interfacial interactions between a glass fiber and a matrix material in a composite, and/or alter and/or enhance particular physical properties of a glass fiber. In some embodiments, CNTs infused to glass fiber materials behave as a sizing agent.

As used herein, the term "carbon nanotube" (CNT, plural CNTs) refers to any of a number of cylindrically-shaped allotropes of carbon of the fullerene family including
single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs), double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWNTS), multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs). CNTs can be capped by a fullerene-like structure or open-ended. CNTs include those that encapsulate other materials.

[0029] As used herein, the term "composite" refers to a composition combining a matrix material and a reinforcing phase. As used herein, the term "matrix material" refers to a bulk material that can serve to organize the reinforcing phase, i.e. the NP embedded glass fiber materials or downstream modifications thereof, in particular orientations, including random orientation. The matrix material can benefit from the presence of the glass fiber material by imparting some aspects of the physical and/or chemical properties of the glass fiber material to the matrix material.

[0030] In some embodiments, the present invention is directed to a method that includes forming a molten glass fiber core and disposing a plurality of nanoparticles that include a transition metal oxide about the molten glass fiber core at or above the softening temperature, thereby forming a nanoparticle-laden glass fiber. The nanoparticle-laden glass fiber has the plurality of nanoparticles embedded on its surface.

[0031] Referring now to Figure 1, there is shown a furnace apparatus 100 for the manufacture of glass fibers. Raw materials 110 are fed into furnace apparatus 100 which includes a three-sectioned chamber housing a main melting furnace section 120, a refining section 130, and forehearth 140. Glass fiber is made by blending raw materials 110, melting them in this three-stage furnace, extruding the molten glass through bushings 150 in the bottom of forehearth 140, cooling the filaments, and then applying a chemical size to prevent abrasion and other damage to the fibers. The filaments then are gathered and wound into a package on winders 160.

[0032] In some embodiments, raw materials 110 for glass fiber formation can be melted in melting furnace section 120 between about 1400 °C and 1700 °C. One skilled in the art will recognize that this range of temperatures is exemplary and that glasses can be employed that melt at lower temperatures and at higher temperatures. Examples of low melting glasses include low end glasses such as E-glass. Examples of high melting glasses include high end glasses, such as S-glass. One skilled in the art will recognize that while reference is made to "melting" of glass, amorphous glass forms due not have true melting points, but rather softening points. Thus, a glass has no abrupt phase change.
at any specific temperature, but instead exhibits a gradual change in viscoelastic properties over a range of temperatures. In some embodiments, methods of the invention employ molten glass such as E-glass which is commonly used in glass fiber formation. In some embodiments, the molten glass can include other glass types known in the art such as A-glass, D-glass, and C-glass. The glass-type used for the molten glass can be selected from E-glass, A-glass, E-CR-glass, C-glass, D-glass, R-glass, and S-glass. E-glass includes alumino-borosilicate glass with less than 1% by weight alkali oxides and is mainly used for glass-reinforced plastics. A-glass includes alkali-lime glass with little or no boron oxide. E-CR-glass includes alumino-lime silicate with less than 1% by weight alkali oxides and has high acid resistance. C-glass includes alkali-lime glass with high boron oxide content and is used, for example, for glass staple fibers. D-glass includes borosilicate glass and possesses a high dielectric constant. R-glass includes alumino silicate glass without MgO and CaO and possesses high mechanical strength. S-glass includes alumino silicate glass without CaO but with high MgO content and possesses high tensile strength. One or more of these glass types can be processed into glass fiber materials. The type of glass employed in current fiber manufacture is mainly E-glass, although there are manufactured fibers based on A-glass, E-CR-glass, C-glass, D-glass, R-glass, and S-glass.

[0033] Referring back to Figure 1, the melting furnace section 120 receives raw materials 110 which are a mixture of glass components. Melting occurs in this first section and uniformity is increased, including removal of bubbles. The molten glass then flows into refiner 130, where its temperature is reduced. Finally the molten glass is delivered to forehearth 140, beneath which is located a series of bushings 150 that are used to extrude the molten glass into fibers.

[0034] Glass fiber formation can include a combination of extrusion and attenuation. In extrusion, the molten glass passes out of forehearth 140 through bushing 150 made of an erosion-resistant platinum/rhodium alloy with very fine orifices which can number from between about 200 to about 8,000. Bushing 150 is heated electronically, and its temperature can be precisely controlled to maintain a constant glass viscosity. Water jets can be employed to cool the filaments as they exit bushing 150. Attenuation is the process of mechanically drawing the extruded streams of molten glass into filaments, with a diameter ranging from between about 4 µm to about 35 µm. Winders 160 can
catch the molten streams and, because winders 160 revolve at a circumferential speed faster than the molten glass exiting bushing 150, tension can be applied, drawing them into thin filaments.

[0035] In some embodiments, the plurality of nanoparticles that include a transition metal can be disposed on the surface of a newly formed molten glass core as it exits bushing 150. Thus, the plurality nanoparticles can be applied to the nascent glass fibers during the drawing and winding process. As indicated in Figure 2A, bushing 150 can be equipped with an attachment 200 to deliver the plurality of nanoparticles to the newly formed molten glass core. In some embodiments, attachment 200 is configured to apply the plurality of nanoparticles just prior to the rapid cooling by water jets that are typically employed in the art. The glass fiber at this stage can be in a sufficiently softened and/or malleable state to allow the nanoparticles to embed themselves in the surface of the glass fibers. In some embodiments, attachment 200 can be operably linked with a heating element to maintain an elevated temperature in this region during nanoparticle application.

[0036] In the configuration of Figure 2A, delivery of the transition metal nanoparticles can be in a carrier gas or liquid. In some embodiments, a carrier can include a secondary molten glass having nanoparticles disposed throughout. This secondary molten glass can be disposed on the surface of the nascent fibers and, optionally, the newly coated fiber passed through a further bushing. In some embodiments, the secondary molten glass can be the same composition as the glass core. In other embodiments, the secondary molten glass can be different. In some embodiments, the softening temperature of the secondary molten glass can be less than the initial glass core to preserve the integrity of the transition metal nanoparticles. In some such embodiments, the temperature difference can be sufficiently small to preserve the structural integrity of the fiber itself.

[0037] In some embodiments, the nanoparticles can be applied via a carrier gas by an entrainment type mechanism. Exemplary carrier gases can include inert gases such as nitrogen, argon, helium, or the like. Nanoparticles can be prepared in situ and delivered at the exit site of bushing 150 by evaporative and/or condensation-type methods in a subatmospheric inert-gas environment. Various aerosol processing techniques can be employed to prepare nanoparticles, including, but are not limited to, combustion flame,
plasma, laser ablation, chemical vapor condensation, spray pyrolysis, electrospray, and plasma spray.

[0038] In still further embodiments, the nanoparticles can be delivered to the glass fibers as part of the cooling water system. When applied in this manner, the nanoparticles are simply suspended in the cooling water solution. No changes to the existing fiber manufacturing equipment is necessary. In such embodiments, the nanoparticle can benefit from the immediate cooling conditions to reduce and/or prevent nanoparticle agglomeration. Moreover, the rapidly cooling glass is capable of effectively locking in the nanoparticle with a high degree of conformal contact between the fiber and the nanoparticle by mechanical bonding.

[0039] In some embodiments, the nanoparticle-laden glass fiber can be immediately passed through a sizing station after applying the nanoparticles simultaneously with the cooling water. Further curing of the size can provide additional chemical bonding between the nanoparticle and the glass, and the nanoparticle and the sizing material, depending on the exact nature of the nanoparticle. For example, when employing transition metal oxide nanoparticles, the oxygen atoms of the oxide can provide a bridge with the glass surface by reaction with and removal of surface hydroxyl groups of the silica; such reaction results in the formation of bridging transition metal-oxygen-silicon bonding motif. These bonds can be established at the nanoparticle deposition stage and/or during any curing of any applied sizing. Moreover, transition metal oxides can also react with the size itself to provide chemical linkage to the size material.

[0040] Regardless of the exact means by which the nanoparticles are applied, the nanoparticles are capable of embedding in the glass fiber with continual conformal contact and no additional roughening/etching of the glass fiber is needed. The result is a nanoparticle-laden catalyst with improved structural integrity.

[0041] In some embodiments, the present invention provides a method that includes providing a mixture of molten glass and a plurality of nanoparticles and forming glass fibers from this mixture, as indicated in Figure 2B. The plurality of nanoparticles include a transition metal. In some embodiments, such transition metals are those suitable for subsequent CNT growth. After drawing the fibers, the plurality of nanoparticles are embedded throughout the glass fibers, as indicated in the cross-sectional view in Figure
2B. In some embodiments, the nanoparticles are distributed in the molten glass in the forehearth just before passing through bushing 150 (see also Figure 1).

[0042] One skilled in the art will recognize that the choice of transition metal and molten glass type should be selected to avoid agglomeration of transition metal nanoparticles. Transition metal nanoparticles exhibit melting point depressions that are linked to nanoparticle diameter and, in some cases, the observed melting point can be hundreds of degrees lower than the bulk metal. The melting point for a chosen transition metal nanoparticle size can be readily measured experimentally by either estimating the melting point using a transmission electron microscope (TEM) electron beam of known intensity or through nanocalorimetry, the latter technique typically being more successful for a narrow range of nanoparticle size distribution. For CNT synthesis, the size of the transition metal nanoparticle relates to the diameter and nature of the CNTs grown from the catalyst. For example, a typical catalyst for multi-walled CNT synthesis can be in a range from between about 5nm to about 50 nm.

[0043] In some embodiments, when employing transition metal nanoparticles in molten glass, it can be beneficial to coat the particle with a thermally insulating coating. Such coatings can include, for example, porous alumina or other porous ceramic material, such as silicon carbide. These coatings can impart sufficient short term protection to the transition metal nanoparticles to prevent agglomeration. Coated metal nanoparticles can be manufactured according to procedures known in the art including, for example, atomic layer deposition (ALD). In some embodiments, the protective coating about the transition metal nanoparticles can integrate with the molten glass structure. For example, oxygen atoms of an alumina network can integrate into the molten glass network of silicon-oxygen atoms. The use of porous materials to protect against nanoparticle agglomeration can also allow downstream access of reagents for CNT synthesis.

[0044] Referring again to Figure 1, methods of the present invention can introduce the plurality of nanoparticles in any of the sections of the furnace, including initial melting portion 120, refiner 130, or the forehearth 140. When a particle has a sufficient protective coating, it can be introduced earlier in the process. In some embodiments, when no insulative coating is provided, it can be beneficial to introduce the nanoparticles into the molten glass just before passing through the pores of bushing 150. In still further
embodiments, bushing 150 is equipped with pores having a delivery device to apply nanoparticles to the glass fiber as it is passing through the pores.

[0045] In some embodiments, transition metal nanoparticle loading can be in a range from between about 0.001 to about 3 percent by linear weight when applied as part of the molten glass mixture in the forehearth. The nanoparticles can include a transition metal selected from zero valent metals, metal oxides, metal nitrides, and the like of d-block and f-block transition metals. When mixed in molten glass the transition metal nanoparticles can range in from about 0.1 nm to about 80 nm.

[0046] Methods of the invention employing nanoparticles introduced at the site of bushing 150 and mixed with the molten glass in forehearth 140 can operate at a temperature for glass fiber formation in a range from between about 200 °C to about 1700 °C, inclusive.

[0047] Regardless of whether the nanoparticles are introduced before or after bushing 150, the nanoparticles employed in the present invention can be any transition metal, or alloy, nanoparticle of any d-block or f-block transition metal as described above, including the actinides and lanthanides. In addition, the nanoparticles can include alloys and non-alloy mixtures of d-block and/or f-block metals in elemental form or in salt form, and mixtures thereof. Such salt forms include, without limitation, oxides, carbides, and nitrides. Non-limiting exemplary transition metal nanoparticles include Ni, Fe, Co, Mo, Cu, Pt, Au, and Ag and salts thereof and mixtures thereof. Many of transition metal catalysts are readily commercially available from a variety of suppliers, including, for example, Ferrotec Corporation (Bedford, NH). In some embodiments, the catalyst can be iron oxide and/or oxides of nickel, cobalt, or copper. The oxide forms benefit from the aforementioned chemical bonding motifs described herein above.

[0048] In some embodiments, the nanoparticle loading is in a range from between about 0.01 to about 5 percent by weight, when employed in the molten glass, as described above. When applied to the surface at the pore exit from bushing 150, the nanoparticle loading can be in a range from between about 0.001 to about 3 percent by linear weight.

[0049] In some embodiments, the nanoparticles range in size from between about 0.1 nm to about 80 nm, including, for example, 0.1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, and 80 nm, including any value in between and
fractions thereof. In some embodiments the nanoparticles range in size from between about 5 nm to about 30 nm, including 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30 nm, or any fraction thereof. The choice of particle size, or distribution of sizes can be selected to target a particular type of CNT synthesis. For example, in some embodiments, nanoparticles between 5 nm and 30 nm can be used for the preparation of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs). Nanoparticles less than 1 nm can be used for the preparation of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs).

[0050] Nanoparticles can be applied as solutions for application to the nascent glass fiber material. Common solvents allow the nanoparticles to be uniformly dispersed throughout. Such solvents can include, without limitation, water, acetone, hexane, isopropyl alcohol, toluene, ethanol, methanol, tetrahydrofuran (THF), cyclohexane or any other solvent with controlled polarity to create an appropriate dispersion of the nanoparticles. Concentrations of the nanoparticles can be in a range from about 1:1 to 1:10000 nanoparticle to solvent. In some embodiments, the solvent is water and the catalyst solution is employed as the cooling solution as described above.

[0051] In some embodiments, after applying the nanoparticles to the glass fiber material, the glass fiber material can be further heated near the softening temperature. This can aid in embedding the nanoparticles in the surface of the glass fiber material and can encourage further chemical bonding between the glass fiber surface and the nanoparticle. In some embodiments heating of the glass fiber material after disposing the catalyst on the glass fiber material can be at a temperature that is between about 500 °C and 1000 °C. In some such embodiments, the temperature employed can be a function of the glass type in use. Heating near the softening temperature can be performed prior to or substantially simultaneously with introduction of a carbon feedstock to facilitate CNT growth.

[0052] In some embodiments, methods of the invention provide nanoparticle laden glass fibers having a diameter in a range from between about 4 microns to about 50 microns, and in other embodiments from between about 4 microns to about 35 microns. The diameter can be determined, in part, by size of the pores on bushing 150. The diameter can also be controlled, in part, by the speed of winders 160. One skilled in the art will recognize the ability to manufacture any diameter glass fiber including, for
example, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 micron fibers and so on up to about 50 micron fibers, including any fractional diameter in between these values.

[0053] In some embodiments, methods of the present invention can include applying a sizing solution to the nanoparticle-laden glass fibers. Sizing agents are coatings on fibers that can control many of the fibers' characteristics such as how the fibers will handle during processing and how the fibers perform as part of a composite. Fiber sizing agents have been developed to provide better interfacial strength when used in a composite, to improve lubricity to prevent fiber abrasion, and to provide antistatic properties, for example. Sizing agents can be any conventional sizing agent known in the art. The function of sizing agents include protecting the fiber from environmental conditions such as oxidative degradation, moisture, light, and the like. Included with most sizing agents or as a complementary sizing agent are pre-polymers and difunctional organic compounds to facilitate cross-polymerization with a given resin matrix. Any number of sizing agents can be used in combination and will depend on the end use of the fiber and the physical and or chemical properties of the fiber. Exemplary fiber sizing agents include, for example, silane-based sizing agents, modified polymers with silane chains, along with pre-polymers designed to create cross polymerization with particular resin matrices. For applications to glass fibers, in particular, sizing agents can include, alkoxy silanes, for example, and other reactive functional groups on other silicon-based backbone structures such as siloxanes. The exact choice of sizing agents are guided by the chemical nature of the glass fiber and matrix with which the fiber will interface. Other considerations include the particular application for the fiber and/or composite material and the environmental conditions that the fiber and/or composite will be exposed to, such as heat, moisture, and the like.

[0054] Sizing solutions of the present invention can include further ingredients such as surfactants, including non-ionic, zwitterionic, ionic surfactants. Ionic surfactants include cationic surfactants anionic surfactants. Sizing formulations also include solvents, such as water and/or conventional organic-based solvents. These solvents are generally employed to provide a means for evenly coating the elements of the sizing agent on the fiber. The solvent is typically removed in a curing step. In some
embodiments, sizing solutions can be cured by heating the sized glass fiber to a temperature between about 100 °C to about 125 °C.

[0055] While embodiments disclosed herein relate specifically to glass fibers, in some embodiments, the present invention also provides a method that includes incorporating a plurality transition metal nanoparticles in any fiber during fiber manufacture to provide a nanoparticle-laden fiber. The plurality of transition metal nanoparticles are embedded at the surface of the nanoparticle-laden fiber. Such nanoparticle-laden fibers can be further subjected to conditions suitable for carbon nanotube growth, as described below.

[0056] In some embodiments, the fiber is carbon and the nanoparticles can be incorporated during graphitization. In some embodiments, the fiber is ceramic and the nanoparticles can be added during formation of the ceramic fiber. In some embodiments the fiber is an organic polymer, such as an aramide polymer. In yet further embodiments, the fiber is metal.

[0057] In some embodiments, the nanoparticle-laden glass fiber (or any other fiber type) can be further subject to conditions for synthesizing carbon nanotubes. This can be performed before or after applying and curing a sizing agent. The step of synthesizing carbon nanotubes can include numerous techniques for forming carbon nanotubes, including those disclosed in co-pending U.S. Patent Application No. US 2004/0245088 which is incorporated herein by reference. The CNTs grown on fibers of the present invention can be accomplished by techniques known in the art including, without limitation, micro-cavity, thermal or plasma-enhanced CVD techniques, laser ablation, arc discharge, and high pressure carbon monoxide (HiPCO). During CVD, in particular, a sized glass fiber material with CNT-forming catalyst disposed thereon, can be used directly. In some embodiments, any of the previously applied sizing agents can be removed during CNT synthesis. In other embodiments other sizing agents are not removed, but do not hinder CNT synthesis and infusion to the glass fiber material due to the diffusion of the carbon source through the sizing. In some embodiments, acetylene gas is ionized to create a jet of cold carbon plasma for CNT synthesis. The plasma is directed toward the catalyst-bearing glass fiber material. Thus, in some embodiments synthesizing CNTs on a glass fiber material includes (a) forming a carbon plasma; and (b) directing the carbon plasma onto the catalyst disposed on the glass fiber material. The diameters of the CNTs that are grown are dictated by the size of the CNT-forming
catalyst as described above. In some embodiments, the sized fiber substrate is heated to between about 550 to about 800 °C to facilitate CNT synthesis. To initiate the growth of CNTs, two gases are bled into the reactor: a process gas such as argon, helium, or nitrogen, and a carbon-containing gas, such as acetylene, ethylene, ethanol or methane. CNTs grow at the sites of the CNT-forming catalyst.

[0058] In some embodiments, the CVD growth is plasma-enhanced. A plasma can be generated by providing an electric field during the growth process. CNTs grown under these conditions can follow the direction of the electric field. Thus, by adjusting the geometry of the reactor vertically aligned carbon nanotubes can be grown radially about a cylindrical fiber. In some embodiments, a plasma is not required for radial growth about the fiber. For glass fiber materials that have distinct sides such as tapes, mats, fabrics, plies, and the like, catalyst can be disposed on one or both sides and correspondingly, CNTs can be grown on one or both sides as well.

[0059] One configuration for continuous carbon nanotube synthesis involves a special rectangular reactor for the synthesis and growth of carbon nanotubes directly on glass fiber materials. The reactor can be designed for use in a continuous in-line process for producing carbon-nanotube bearing fibers. In some embodiments, CNTs are grown via a chemical vapor deposition ("CVD") process at atmospheric pressure and at elevated temperature in the range of about 550 °C to about 800 °C in a multi-zone reactor. The fact that the synthesis occurs at atmospheric pressure is one factor that facilitates the incorporation of the reactor into a continuous processing line for CNT-on-fiber synthesis. Another advantage consistent with in-line continuous processing using such a zone reactor is that CNT growth occurs in a seconds, as opposed to minutes (or longer) as in other procedures and apparatus configurations typical in the art.

[0060] CNT synthesis reactors in accordance with the various embodiments include the following features:

[0061] **Rectangular Configured Synthesis Reactors:** The cross section of a typical CNT synthesis reactor known in the art is circular. There are a number of reasons for this including, for example, historical reasons (cylindrical reactors are often used in laboratories) and convenience (flow dynamics are easy to model in cylindrical reactors, heater systems readily accept circular tubes (quartz, etc.), and ease of manufacturing.
Departing from the cylindrical convention, the present invention provides a CNT synthesis reactor having a rectangular cross section. The reasons for the departure are as follows: 1. Since many glass fiber materials that can be processed by the reactor are relatively planar such as flat tape or sheet-like in form, a circular cross section is an inefficient use of the reactor volume. This inefficiency results in several drawbacks for cylindrical CNT synthesis reactors including, for example, a) maintaining a sufficient system purge; increased reactor volume requires increased gas flow rates to maintain the same level of gas purge. This results in a system that is inefficient for high volume production of CNTs in an open environment; b) increased carbon feedstock gas flow; the relative increase in inert gas flow, as per a) above, requires increased carbon feedstock gas flows. Consider that the volume of a 12K glass fiber roving is 2000 times less than the total volume of a synthesis reactor having a rectangular cross section. In an equivalent growth cylindrical reactor (i.e., a cylindrical reactor that has a width that accommodates the same planarized glass fiber material as the rectangular cross-section reactor), the volume of the glass fiber material is 17,500 times less than the volume of the chamber. Although gas deposition processes, such as CVD, are typically governed by pressure and temperature alone, volume has a significant impact on the efficiency of deposition. With a rectangular reactor there is a still excess volume. This excess volume facilitates unwanted reactions; yet a cylindrical reactor has about eight times that volume. Due to this greater opportunity for competing reactions to occur, the desired reactions effectively occur more slowly in a cylindrical reactor chamber. Such a slow down in CNT growth, is problematic for the development of a continuous process. One benefit of a rectangular reactor configuration is that the reactor volume can be decreased by using a small height for the rectangular chamber to make this volume ratio better and reactions more efficient. In some embodiments of the present invention, the total volume of a rectangular synthesis reactor is no more than about 3000 times greater than the total volume of a glass fiber material being passed through the synthesis reactor. In some further embodiments, the total volume of the rectangular synthesis reactor is no more than about 4000 times greater than the total volume of the glass fiber material being passed through the synthesis reactor. In some still further embodiments, the total volume of the rectangular synthesis reactor is less than about 10,000 times greater than the total volume of the glass fiber material being passed through the synthesis reactor. Additionally, it is notable that when using a cylindrical reactor, more carbon feedstock gas is required to provide the same flow percent as compared to reactors having a rectangular cross section.
It should be appreciated that in some other embodiments, the synthesis reactor has a cross section that is described by polygonal forms that are not rectangular, but are relatively similar thereto and provide a similar reduction in reactor volume relative to a reactor having a circular cross section; c) problematic temperature distribution; when a relatively small-diameter reactor is used, the temperature gradient from the center of the chamber to the walls thereof is minimal. But with increased size, such as would be used for commercial-scale production, the temperature gradient increases. Such temperature gradients result in product quality variations across a glass fiber material substrate (i.e., product quality varies as a function of radial position). This problem is substantially avoided when using a reactor having a rectangular cross section. In particular, when a planar substrate is used, reactor height can be maintained constant as the size of the substrate scales upward. Temperature gradients between the top and bottom of the reactor are essentially negligible and, as a consequence, thermal issues and the product-quality variations that result are avoided.

2. Gas introduction: Because tubular furnaces are normally employed in the art, typical CNT synthesis reactors introduce gas at one end and draw it through the reactor to the other end. In some embodiments disclosed herein, gas can be introduced at the center of the reactor or within a target growth zone, symmetrically, either through the sides or through the top and bottom plates of the reactor. This improves the overall CNT growth rate because the incoming feedstock gas is continuously replenishing at the hottest portion of the system, which is where CNT growth is most active. This constant gas replenishment is an important aspect to the increased growth rate exhibited by the rectangular CNT reactors.

[0062] Zoning. Chambers that provide a relatively cool purge zone depend from both ends of the rectangular synthesis reactor. Applicants have determined that if hot gas were to mix with the external environment (i.e., outside of the reactor), there would be an increase in degradation of the glass fiber material. The cool purge zones provide a buffer between the internal system and external environments. Typical CNT synthesis reactor configurations known in the art typically require that the substrate is carefully (and slowly) cooled. The cool purge zone at the exit of the present rectangular CNT growth reactor achieves the cooling in a short period of time, as required for the continuous in-line processing.
Non-contact, hot-walled, metallic reactor. In some embodiments, a hot-walled reactor is made of metal is employed, in particular stainless steel. This may appear counterintuitive because metal, and stainless steel in particular, is more susceptible to carbon deposition (i.e., soot and by-product formation). Thus, most CNT reactor configurations use quartz reactors because there is less carbon deposited, quartz is easier to clean, and quartz facilitates sample observation. However, Applicants have observed that the increased soot and carbon deposition on stainless steel results in more consistent, faster, more efficient, and more stable CNT growth. Without being bound by theory it has been indicated that, in conjunction with atmospheric operation, the CVD process occurring in the reactor is diffusion limited. That is, the catalyst is "overfed;" too much carbon is available in the reactor system due to its relatively higher partial pressure (than if the reactor was operating under partial vacuum). As a consequence, in an open system — especially a clean one — too much carbon can adhere to catalyst particles, compromising their ability to synthesize CNTs. In some embodiments, the rectangular reactor is intentionally run when the reactor is "dirty," that is with soot deposited on the metallic reactor walls. Once carbon deposits to a monolayer on the walls of the reactor, carbon will readily deposit over itself. Since some of the available carbon is "withdrawn" due to this mechanism, the remaining carbon feedstock, in the form of radicals, react with the catalyst at a rate that does not poison the catalyst. Existing systems run "cleanly" which, if they were open for continuous processing, would produced a much lower yield of CNTs at reduced growth rates.

Although it is generally beneficial to perform CNT synthesis "dirty" as described above, certain portions of the apparatus, such as gas manifolds and inlets, can nonetheless negatively impact the CNT growth process when soot created blockages. In order to combat this problem, such areas of the CNT growth reaction chamber can be protected with soot inhibiting coatings such as silica, alumina, or MgO. In practice, these portions of the apparatus can be dip-coated in these soot inhibiting coatings. Metals such as INVAR® can be used with these coatings as INVAR has a similar CTE (coefficient of thermal expansion) ensuring proper adhesion of the coating at higher temperatures, preventing the soot from significantly building up in critical zones.

Combined Catalyst Reduction and CNT Synthesis. In the CNT synthesis reactor disclosed herein, both catalyst reduction and CNT growth occur within the
reactor. This is significant because the reduction step cannot be accomplished timely enough for use in a continuous process if performed as a discrete operation. In a typical process known in the art, a reduction step typically takes 1-12 hours to perform. Both operations occur in a reactor in accordance with the present invention due, at least in part, to the fact that carbon feedstock gas is introduced at the center of the reactor, not the end as would be typical in the art using cylindrical reactors. The reduction process occurs as the fibers enter the heated zone; by this point, the gas has had time to react with the walls and cool off prior to reacting with the catalyst and causing the oxidation reduction (via hydrogen radical interactions). It is this transition region where the reduction occurs. At the hottest isothermal zone in the system, the CNT growth occurs, with the greatest growth rate occurring proximal to the gas inlets near the center of the reactor.

[0066] In some embodiments, the present invention provides a glass fiber that includes transition metal oxide nanoparticles disposed throughout the fiber, including nanoparticles exposed at the fiber surface. In some embodiments, the present invention provides glass fibers that includes transition metal oxide nanoparticles embedded only at the surface of the fiber. Transition metal oxides include, for example, iron oxide, copper oxide, cobalt oxide, and nickel oxide. Any of these glass fibers of can further include a sizing, and optionally, a further resin. These glass fibers can be wound on a spool or mandrel and packaged for sale as CNT synthesis ready glass fibers.

[0067] In some embodiments, a sized nanoparticle-laden fiber can be passed through a chopper gun. This can be done before or after curing a sizing agent. The chopped glass fibers can be used to form chopped strand mats and the like. After forming such mats, the mat can be exposed to conditions for CNT synthesis. In alternate embodiments, CNTs can be synthesized on the full length glass fiber materials and then the CNT-infused fiber material passed through a chopper gun. Chopped glass fibers having CNTs grown from the nanoparticle catalyst can be integrated with various resins to provide materials such a glass reinforced plastics (GRP) and other composite constructs. Exemplary composites include, without limitation, glass reinforced PEEK, epoxy, nylon, polycarbonate, concrete, gypsum, ceramics, and the like.

[0068] Any of the glass fiber materials of the invention having nanoparticles disposed throughout or only at the surface can be optionally used "as is" in a composite material. Moreover, any of the glass fiber materials can be further processed to synthesize CNTs.
prior to placing them within a composite structure. Composite structures include a matrix material and the glass fiber material. Matrix materials can be selected from an epoxy, a polyester, a vinylester, a polyetherimide, a polyetherketoneketone, a polyphthalamide, a polyetherketone, a polyetheretherketone, a polyimide, a phenol-formaldehyde, and a bismaleimide.

[0069] Matrix materials useful in composites of the present invention can include any of the known matrix materials (see Mel M. Schwartz, Composite Materials Handbook (2d ed. 1992)). Matrix materials more generally can include resins (polymers), both thermosetting and thermoplastic, metals, ceramics, and cements.

[0070] Thermosetting resins useful as matrix materials include phthalic/maelic type polyesters, vinyl esters, epoxies, phenolics, cyanates, bismaleimides, and nadic end-capped polyimides (e.g., PMR-15). Thermoplastic resins include polysulfones, polyamides, polycarbonates, polyphenylene oxides, polysulfides, polyether ether ketones, polyether sulfones, polyamide-imides, polyetherimides, polyimides, polyarylates, and liquid crystalline polyester.

[0071] Metals useful as matrix materials include alloys of aluminum such as aluminum 6061, 2024, and 713 aluminum braze. Ceramics useful as matrix materials include glass ceramics, such as lithium aluminosilicate, oxides such as alumina and mullite, nitrides such as silicon nitride, and carbides such as silicon carbide. Cements useful as matrix materials include carbide-base cements (tungsten carbide, chromium carbide, and titanium carbide), refractory cements (tungsten-thoria and barium-carbonate-nickel), chromium-alumina, nickel-magnesia iron-zirconium carbide. Any of the above-described matrix materials can be used alone or in combination.

[0072] When using CNT-infused glass fibers, the CNTs provide sizing-like properties, but are more robust than conventional sizing materials and the CNTs can improve the fiber-to-matrix interface in composite materials and, more generally, improve fiber-to-fiber interfaces. Indeed, CNT-infused glass fiber materials are themselves composite materials in the sense the CNT-infused glass fiber material properties will be a combination of those of the glass fiber material as well as those of the infused CNTs. Consequently, embodiments of the present invention provide a means to impart desired properties to a glass fiber material that otherwise lack such properties or possesses them.
in insufficient measure. Glass fiber materials can be tailored or engineered to meet the requirements of specific applications. The CNTs acting as sizing can protect glass fiber materials from absorbing moisture due to the hydrophobic CNT structure. Moreover, hydrophobic matrix materials interact well with hydrophobic CNTs to provide improved fiber to matrix interactions.

[0073] It is understood that modifications which do not substantially affect the activity of the various embodiments of this invention are also included within the definition of the invention provided herein. Accordingly, the following examples are intended to illustrate but not limit the present invention.

**EXAMPLE 1**

[0074] This example demonstrates the incorporation of iron nanoparticles on the surface of a nascent s-glass fiber via the cooling fluid post-extrusion.

[0075] Nanoparticles are incorporated on the surface of nascent fibers using a furnace apparatus 100 for the manufacture of glass fibers. Raw materials 110 are fed into furnace apparatus 100 which includes a three-sectioned chamber housing a main melting furnace section 120, a refining section 130, and forehearth 140. Glass fiber is made by blending raw materials 110, melting them in this three-stage furnace, extruding the molten glass through bushings 150 in the bottom of forehearth 140, cooling the filaments using a water-based nanoparticle solution (between 150 & 160), and then applying a chemical size to prevent abrasion and other damage to the fibers (between 150 & 160). The nanoparticle-infused filaments then are gathered and wound into a package on winders 160.

[0076] In furnace apparatus 100, the melting furnace section 120 receives raw materials 110 which are a mixture of glass components. In the case of S-Glass, the raw materials consist of 64-66% silicon dioxide, 0-0.3% calcium oxide, 24-26 % aluminum oxide, 0-0.3% sodium & potassium oxide, 9-11% magnesium oxide, and 0-.3% iron oxide.

[0077] In melting furnace section 120, melting occurs at temperatures between 1600-1700°C in this first section and uniformity is increased, including removal of bubbles. The molten glass then flows into refiner 130, where its temperature is reduced to 1400-
1500°C and well mixed glass is isolated for glass fiber formation. Finally the molten
glass is delivered to forehearth 140, beneath which is located a series of bushings 150 that
are used to extrude the molten glass into fibers.

[0078] Formation of the glass fiber includes a combination of extrusion and
attenuation. Extrusion occurs as the molten glass passes out of forehearth 140 through
bushing 150 made of an erosion-resistant platinum/rhodium alloy with 5,000 very fine
orifices.

[0079] Bushing 150 is heated electronically, and its temperature (about 1150°C) is
precisely controlled to maintain a constant glass viscosity. Attenuation then occurs as the
extruded streams of molten glass of a specific viscosity are mechanically drawing into
filaments. In this case, the resulting filament diameter is about 10 µm when drawn at 100
ft/min.

[0080] Water jets are employed to cool the filaments as they exit bushing 150 and
prior to winders 160. In this example, nanoparticles are delivered to the glass fibers as
part of the cooling water system. Cationic iron oxide nanoparticles between 4-20 nm in
diameter (Ferrotec) are suspended in the cooling water solution at concentrations of 1 part
catalyst solution to 200 parts deionized water. The nanoparticles solution is exposed to
the surface of the fiber via the cooling spray. The fiber temperature is reduced from over
800°C to below 200°C.

[0081] The resulting glass structure effectively locks in the nanoparticle with a high
degree of conformal contact between the fiber and the nanoparticle by mechanical
bonding. The resulting nanoparticle-infused glass contains approximately 0.1-0.5% nanopaarticles by linear weight.

[0082] The nanoparticle-laden glass fiber is immediately passed through a sizing
station prior to winders 160 and after applying the nanoparticles simultaneously with the
cooling water. Sizing consists of a silane-based coating of 0.3% volume sizing in water
and is used to reduce handling-based damage, improve product packaging, and enhance
future fiber to matrix wettability and adhesion.

[0083] Winders 160 are used to provide the attenuation of the molten streams.
Because winders 160 revolve at a circumferential speed faster than the molten glass
exiting bushing 150, tension is applied, drawing the glass into thin filaments (10 µm when drawn at 100 ft/min).

[0084] Further curing of the size is utilized to provide additional chemical bonding between the sizing and the glass surface. Post curing of the nanoparticle-infused glass product occurs at temperatures of between 100-120°C and take place for a duration of 24 hours to ensure all excess water is removed from the product. The curing step promotes interactions between hydroxyl groups of the silica in the glass and the silane groups in the sizing the improve adhesion by providing a bonding motif between the sizing and the glass surface..

[0085] The resulting nanoparticle-infused S-glass fiber provides nanoparticles embedded in the glass fiber with continual conformal contact and no additional roughening/etching of the glass fiber surface is needed. The result is a nanoparticle-laden catalyst with improved structural integrity, which can be used for in situ growth of carbon nanotubes on the glass fiber surface using an in-line CNT growth process.

[0086] It is to be understood that the above-described embodiments are merely illustrative of the present invention and that many variations of the above-described embodiments can be devised by those skilled in the art without departing from the scope of the invention. For example, in this Specification, numerous specific details are provided in order to provide a thorough description and understanding of the illustrative embodiments of the present invention. Those skilled in the art will recognize, however, that the invention can be practiced without one or more of those details, or with other processes, materials, components, etc.

[0087] Furthermore, in some instances, well-known structures, materials, or operations are not shown or described in detail to avoid obscuring aspects of the illustrative embodiments. It is understood that the various embodiments shown in the Figures are illustrative, and are not necessarily drawn to scale. Reference throughout the specification to "one embodiment" or "an embodiment" or "some embodiments" means that a particular feature, structure, material, or characteristic described in connection with the embodiment(s) is included in at least one embodiment of the present invention, but not necessarily all embodiments. Consequently, the appearances of the phrase "in one embodiment," "in an embodiment," or "in some embodiments" in various places
throughout the Specification are not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment. Furthermore, the particular features, structures, materials, or characteristics can be combined in any suitable manner in one or more embodiments. It is therefore intended that such variations be included within the scope of the following claims and their equivalents.
What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising providing a molten glass fiber core and disposing a plurality of nanoparticles that include a transition metal oxide on the molten glass fiber core while the molten glass fiber core is at or above its softening temperature, thereby forming a nanoparticle-laden glass fiber, wherein the plurality of nanoparticles are embedded at the surface of said glass fiber core.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising applying a sizing to the nanoparticle-laden glass fiber.

3. The method of claim 2, further comprising passing the nanoparticle-laden glass fibers through a chopper gun after applying the sizing.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the molten glass fiber core is E or S glass.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the nanoparticle-laden glass fiber has a diameter ranging from between about 4 microns to about 50 microns.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the nanoparticle-laden glass fiber has a diameter ranging from between about 4 microns to about 35 microns.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the transition metal oxide comprises an oxide selected from the group consisting of iron, copper, nickel, cobalt, and mixtures thereof.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the plurality of nanoparticles range in size from between about 0.1 nm to about 80 nm.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the plurality of nanoparticles range in size from between about 5 nm to about 30 nm.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the plurality of metal nanoparticles are disposed on the glass fiber core in a second molten glass.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein said second molten glass is the same as said glass fiber core.
12. The method of claim 1, wherein the plurality of nanoparticles are disposed on the glass fiber core by subjecting the molten glass fiber core to a water cooling system comprising water having said plurality of nanoparticles dispersed therein.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein the plurality of nanoparticles are disposed on the glass fiber core by entrainment in a carrier gas.

14. The method of claim 1, wherein the plurality of nanoparticles are disposed on the glass fiber core by a process selected from the group consisting of combustion flame, plasma, laser ablation, chemical vapor condensation, spray pyrolysis, electrospray, and plasma spray.

15. The method of claim 1, wherein the nanoparticle-laden glass fiber has a nanoparticle loading in a range from between about 0.001 to about 3 percent by linear weight.

16. The method of claim 1, further comprising synthesizing carbon nanotubes from said nanoparticle-laden glass fiber.

17. A method comprising providing a mixture comprising molten glass and a plurality of nanoparticles comprising a transition metal; and forming nanoparticle-laden glass fibers, wherein said plurality of nanoparticles are embedded throughout the glass fibers.

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising applying a sizing to the nanoparticle-laden glass fibers.

19. The method of claim 18, further comprising passing the nanoparticle-laden glass fibers through a chopper gun after applying the sizing.

20. The method of claim 17, wherein said molten glass is E or S glass.

21. The method of claim 17, wherein said plurality of nanoparticles further comprises a coating about said transition metal, said coating selected from the group consisting of alumina and silicon carbide.

22. The method of claim 17, wherein a nanoparticle loading is in a range from between about 0.01 to about 5 percent by weight.
23. The method of claim 17, wherein the transition metal is selected from zero valent metals, metal oxides, metal nitrides of d-block transition metals, f-block transition metals, and mixtures thereof.

24. The method of claim 17, wherein the plurality of nanoparticles range in size from between about 0.1 nm to about 80 nm.

25. The method of claim 17, wherein the nanoparticle-laden glass fibers have a diameter in a range from between about 4 microns to about 50 microns.

26. The method of claim 17, wherein the nanoparticle-laden glass fibers have a diameter in a range from between about 4 microns to about 35 microns.

27. The method of claim 17, further comprising synthesizing carbon nanotubes from said glass fibers.

28. A glass fiber comprising transition metal oxide nanoparticles disposed throughout the fiber.

29. The glass fiber of claim 28, wherein the transition metal oxide comprises an oxide selected from the group consisting of iron, copper, nickel, cobalt, and mixtures thereof.

30. The glass fiber of claim 28, wherein the plurality of nanoparticles range in size from between about 0.1 nm to about 80 nm.

31. The glass fiber of claim 28, wherein the plurality of nanoparticles range in size from between about 5 nm to about 30 nm.

32. A chopped strand mat comprising the glass fiber of claim 28.

33. A composite comprising the glass fiber of claim 28.

34. A glass fiber comprising transition metal oxide nanoparticles embedded at the surface of the fiber.

35. The glass fiber of claim 34, wherein the transition metal oxide comprises an oxide selected from the group consisting of iron, copper, nickel, cobalt, and mixtures thereof.
36. The glass fiber of claim 34, wherein the plurality of nanoparticles range in size from between about 0.1 nm to about 80 nm.

37. The method of claim 34, wherein the plurality of nanoparticles range in size from between about 5 nm to about 30 nm.

38. A chopped strand mat comprising the glass fiber of claim 34.

39. A composite comprising the glass fiber of claim 34.

40. A method comprising incorporating a plurality transition metal nanoparticles in a fiber during fiber manufacture to provide a nanoparticle-laden fiber, wherein the plurality of transition metal nanoparticles are embedded at the surface of said nanoparticle-laden fiber.

41. The method of claim 40 further comprising subjecting the nanoparticle-laden fiber to conditions suitable for carbon nanotube growth.

42. The method of claim 40, wherein said fiber is carbon.

43. The method of claim 40, wherein said fiber is ceramic.

44. The method of claim 40, wherein said fiber is an organic polymer.

45. The method of claim 44, wherein said organic polymer is an aramid polymer.

46. The method of claim 40, wherein said fiber is metal.

47. A fiber comprising a plurality of transition metal nanoparticles embedded in the fiber.

48. The fiber of claim 47, wherein said fiber is carbon.

49. The fiber of claim 47, wherein said fiber is ceramic.

50. The fiber of claim 47, wherein said fiber is an organic polymer.

51. The fiber of claim 47, wherein said organic polymer is an aramid polymer.

52. The fiber of claim 47, wherein said fiber is metal.
53. The fiber of claim 47, wherein the plurality transition metal nanoparticles comprise a transition metal selected from the group consisting of iron, copper, nickel, cobalt, and mixtures thereof.

54. The fiber of claim 47, wherein the plurality of transition metal nanoparticles range in size from between about 0.1 nm to about 80 nm.

55. The fiber of claim 47, wherein the plurality of nanoparticles range in size from between about 5 nm to about 30 nm.

56. The fiber of claim 47, further comprising carbon nanotubes grown from said plurality of transition metal nanoparticles.

57. The fiber of claim 47, wherein said transition metal oxide nanoparticles are embedded only at the surface of the fiber.

58. A chopped strand mat comprising a fiber, said fiber comprising a plurality of transition metal nanoparticles embedded in the fiber.

59. The chopped strand mat of claim 58, wherein said fiber is carbon.

60. The chopped strand mat of claim 58, wherein said fiber is ceramic.

61. The chopped strand mat of claim 58, wherein said fiber is an organic polymer.

62. The chopped strand mat of claim 61, wherein said organic polymer is an aramid polymer.

63. The chopped strand mat of claim 58, wherein said fiber is metal.

64. The chopped strand mat of claim 58, wherein the plurality transition metal nanoparticles comprise a transition metal selected from the group consisting of iron, copper, nickel, cobalt, and mixtures thereof.

65. The chopped strand mat of claim 58, wherein the plurality of transition metal nanoparticles range in size from between about 0.1 nm to about 80 nm.

66. The chopped strand mat of claim 58, wherein the plurality of nanoparticles range in size from between about 5 nm to about 30 nm.
67. The chopped strand mat of claim 58, further comprising carbon nanotubes grown from said plurality of transition metal nanoparticles.

68. The chopped strand mat of claim 58, wherein said transition metal oxide nanoparticles are embedded only at the surface of the fiber.

69. A composite comprising a fiber, said fiber comprising a plurality of transition metal nanoparticles embedded in the fiber.

70. The composite of claim 69, wherein said fiber is carbon.

71. The composite of claim 69, wherein said fiber is ceramic.

72. The composite of claim 69, wherein said fiber is an organic polymer.

73. The composite of claim 72, wherein said organic polymer is an aramid polymer.

74. The composite of claim 69, wherein said fiber is metal.

75. The composite of claim 69, wherein the plurality transition metal nanoparticles comprise a transition metal selected from the group consisting of iron, copper, nickel, cobalt, and mixtures thereof.

76. The composite of claim 69, wherein the plurality of transition metal nanoparticles range in size from between about 0.1 nm to about 80 nm.

77. The composite of claim 69, wherein the plurality of nanoparticles range in size from between about 5 nm to about 30 nm.

78. The composite of claim 69, further comprising carbon nanotubes grown from said plurality of transition metal nanoparticles.

79. The composite of claim 69, wherein said transition metal oxide nanoparticles are embedded only at the surface of the fiber.
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